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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to derive the probability density function (pdf) of the total 

idle time of busy period of M/C2/1 queues operating under control policies through lattice path 

combinatorics (LPC) approach. The service distribution is approximated by Coxian two-phase 

distribution. We focus on deriving the pdf of total idle time of M/C2/1 queues under (0,k)  

control policy, wherein the server goes on the vacation when the system becomes empty and 

re-opens for service immediately at the arrival of the k
th

costumer.We present an important 

result which is the theorem of the pdf of total idle time when system is in busy period that ends 

with a departure. 

1.  Introduction 

Investigation on density function of busy period of a general M/G/1 has been done by many 

researchers. For examples, Agarwal et al.
 
[1], Borkakarty et al.

 
[2], Slamet et al. [3],  and 

Slamet et al.
 
[4]. The M/G/1 systems refer to the systems in which the mechanisms of  arrival 

is assumed to follow Poisson distribution, service times is assumed to follow general 

distributions, and there is only one server available for service. Such investigations were 

based on Lattice Path Combinatorics (LPC) and general distribution was approximated by 

distribution called Coxian-phase type distribution.  

In general the operation of a queueing system starts with certain initial starting conditions 

of the system. Often in many real life systems, after sufficient time has elapsed the system 

stabilizes and becomes free of initial conditions. Once the system stabilizes the queueing 

system is said to be in a steady-state. The queueing system is said to be in a transient state 

before reaching the steady-state. Most of the research work in queueing theory concerns with 

analyzing the output characteristics of a queueing system under steady state.[5-7] Many 

queueing systems do not operate long enough to reach steady state conditions and thus any 

investigation of the operating characteristics of such system depends heavily on investigating 

the queueing system under transient state.[8,9] Research on performances of Markov chain 

systems when the systems is in transient position has been conducted in wide origin ranging 

over several inter-disciplinary areas. Grassman [10], Krinik et al., [11], Narahari and 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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Viswanadham [12], Doshi [13], and Sen and Jain [14]  are among those researchers who 

published performance analysis of systems when there were in transient state.  

The aim of this paper is to derive properties of transient state of the M/G/1 systems under 

(0,k) control policies. We approximate the general distribution by Coxian-2 phase 

distribution. This Coxian approximate distribution is very important distribution since one 

may find many distributions in which the distribution can be approached by Coxian 

distribution by adjusting its coefficient of variance. [1,2,3,4] 

There are many queueing systems in our modern life when a server has to provide service 

according to the number of customers in the system. When the server finished serving primer 

customer, then it will take a rest.  The server starts serving only when there are number of 

customers are in the systems. This server’s policy can be found in computer network system, 

production and warehouse system, inventory system, communication and information 

technology system, and others. For such systems, we use to deal with vacation policy and a 

set of policy can be applied for server to return to its job. Doshi [13] presented performance 

analysis of many queueing systems under different vacations policy. It is important to note 

that such investigation on queueing system considering vacation mechanism resulted the 

model either in steady state or transient. We noticed that the solutions are in Laplace 

transforms which are intractable and closed form. 

In section 2 we review Coxian two-phase distribution. The behavior of queueing systems is 

presented in section 3. The results of the research will be presented in section 4 followed by 

acknowledgment and references.  

2.  Coxian Two-Phase Distribution 

The Coxian 2-phase distribution, characterized by parameters  
1 2
, ,   describes duration 

until an event occurs in terms of a process consisting of 2 latent phases, leading to the 

Markovian structure.  

μ1 μ2

Phase 1 Phase 2

α

β 1

 
 

Figure 1. Coxian two-phase distribution 

 

The Coxian distribution with two phases i.e. phase 1 and phase 2 is presented in Figure 1. 

In phase 1, the mean rate of serving in phase 1 is denoted by µ1 and in phase 2, it is denoted 

by µ2. A customer may continues to receive service in phase 2 after having finished service in 

phase 1 with probability α . From the figure, we have α which is equal to 1-β. Hence, β is 

probability of a customer leaves the system after finishing the service in phase 1. 

3.  Lattice Path Approach 

When a customer joints the system then we consider an arrival happens in the system.  After 

joining the queue, a customer receives the service. Finishing the service, a customer may 

leave the system or continue to the next server to get other service. When a customer has to 

leave the system after finishing the service, then we consider a departure of a customer from 
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the system. This can happen for a customer having finished the first service as well as the 

second service. When a customer has to switch to second service, then we consider a moving 

to second service with diagonal step happens. Based on this scenario, lattice path is the 

translation i.e. the step taken for an arrival which is a horizontal step, a departure which is 

vertical step, and moving to next service which is a diagonal of √2 step. 

This lattice path has been used in deriving the probability of density function and other 

properties of queueing systems in which different busy periods are considered. For this 

purpose, the time span t is divided into t/h intervals. This gives length h for each interval. The 

number of lattice paths then can be counted, and the density can be derived by considering its 

limit. [14] 

4.  Results and Discussion 

In this section, we present an important result regarding total of idle time. For this idle 

time, we derive its corresponding probability density function when system is in busy 

period. We consider the system when a departure occurs in busy period. Other 

possibilities, through similar way, then one can achieve the corresponding pdf. We start 

deriving the pdf with defining the staying time. Next, we provide an example of lattice 

path representation on our queueing system under (0,k) policy. The theorem is presented 

in the last of this section.  

 
4.1 The staying time 

The probability of staying time when there arei customers for each state is exponential.For 

given state, the probability is presented below: 
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4.2 (0,k) control policy and its representation 
The representation of a lattice path by considering (0,k) control policy is presented in Figure 2.  

 

(27,24)

(ko,0)

(9,9)

(6,6)

(14,14)

(23,23)

ko=2

m=27

n=24

d=4

dh=2

r1=7

r2=7

no of arr =21

no of dep=20

arr  in phase 1=17

arr in phase 2=4

 
Figure 2. A (0,k)  policy for lattice path M/C2/1 Systems  
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This lattice path shows a sequence or steps in which the server starts when 

0 2, 2k k  and reaches the end point  27,24 . Notice that the server is still active at end the 

point. At some points i.e. (6,6), (9,9), and (14,14) the number of arrivals and the number of 

departures is same. The lattice path stops in *27,24), therefore it won’t reach the point 

(27,27). When the lattice path reaches point (6,6), the server does not provide any service 

until there are 2 customers awaiting for receiving service. When the second customer arrive, 

the server starts servicing the next customers. This service will stop when there is no more 

customer in the system. This happens in point (9,9). The similar procedure continuous until 

the lattice path reaches point (27,24). Below we derive the theorem that pdf. 

 

Theorem. Let is the pdf of total time system in idle. Let system start with ko 

customers at time t.  Consider the (0,k) policy. For =total idle time, then  

 
Proof. Since τ the total idle time, then we have expression of the multiple integration as 

follows.  

 

=  

The above integration can be solved by first integrating the equation over , where  

.   

 

 
 

Further, dealing with integration over ,  the solution of second integration is 

 

 
 

Let ,  

 

Solving the above integration and then calculate the integration over 
 

Finally we get  

 
 

which yields .Hence we proved the theorem. 

5.  Conclusion 

Based on the discussion above, the main result achieved is the pdf of the total idle time 

when system is in busy period. It can be said that lattice path can be applied for computing 
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the transient probabilities under control policy. This result is closed form which is more 

elegant comparing the traditional solution which is in the form of Laplace transform.  
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